Meeting Notes
Engaged Learning Working Group
May 6, 2014 10:30-12:00 p.m., HH 309

Attending: William Ditto, Robin Hadwick (Convener), Ken Hayashida, Brian Huffman, Kathleen Kane, Michelle Manes, Michael-Brian Ogawa, Todd Sammons, Rebekah Carroll, Susan Hippensteele

1. SPC/WG Update
   a. Revisiting recommendations that had attached costs
      i. Budgetary changes resulted in the need to revise
      ii. Looking for local funding for those that previously were to be centrally funded
      iii. Reconvening the ESWG next week

2. Discuss ELWG Recommendations
   a. Two initiatives were no-cost and implemented: Capstone and Exploratory Student Program
   b. Two programs have costs and need some revision: e-portfolio and Civic Engagement

3. E-Portfolio Recommendation
   a. Originally planning to collaborate with KCC and offer money to share the e-portfolio program they developed, Kukui
   b. Want a program that creates a seamless transition for transfer students
   c. Discussion of how to rewrite the recommendation
      i. Focus on a collaboration with KCC
      ii. Revise with what is doable
      iii. Could recommend that the system fund because it is beneficial across campuses

4. Civic Engagement Recommendation
   a. How does the WG want to move forward with this?
      i. College-based awards for involvement
      ii. Chancellor level awards at the UG and Grad level
      iii. Potentially, Emerging Leader Award

5. Discussion of other EL recommendations
   a. Budget model is in transition, has general support, should move forward with this
   b. Discussion of how currently some are getting around system barriers to team teaching
   c. Discussion of Assessment

Next Steps
1. SH will revise/edit previous recommendations: e-Portfolio and Civic engagement
2. SH will finish write-up of SSH crediting recommendation and send to WG
3. SH will email WG with room for June meeting- TIME CHANGE: 9:30-11:00 a.m.

Next Meeting: Tuesday, June 3, 2014, 9:30-11:00 a.m. Room TBD